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This beautifully illustrated bingo game features 64 breeds of dog from around the world. Spot all

kinds of dogs â€“ from the tiny chihuahua to the noble Great Dane, from the sleek Saluki to the

dreadlocked Hungarian Puli, mark them off on your card and bingo! Dog Bingo brings a fun and

educational twist to the traditional game as players learn the names and colorings of both their

favourite breeds and weird and wonderful exotic dogs. Contains 64 superbly illustrated dog tokens,

one board, 12 bingo cards, and brightly coloured counters for you to mark up your card, as well as a

leaflet containing basic information and a few quirky traits for all of the dogs featured.
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This game is great if you are a dog lover. I am a teacher and used it in my enrichment class about

dogs. The students had fun guessing what dog breed I was describing and finding it on their board.

The boards do have different breeds on them so no two boards are alike. It also comes with an

instruction manual that has descriptions of dogs - just in case you are not familiar with what a

Lowchen or a Petit Basset Griffon VendÃ©en is.

What a wonderful game the children love this bingo, they always ask for it when they come home

from school. We all get to know the different breeds of dogs and everyone has their favorites. It is a

great game for all ages and we have several of them, bird bingo and insect bingo plus the dogs,

very educational but bags of fun.



Bought this game to play when my granddaughter comes to visit and it is now our favorite. We are a

family of dog lovers' so it is also fun to guess what group the different dogs are in while we play the

game.

The quality of the pieces and the artwork are great. However, the description on the back of the box

is misleading: "Dog Bingo brings a fun and educational twist to the traditional game as players learn

the names and characteristics of both their favorite dogs and unfamiliar breeds." This makes it

sound like the game is played by giving clues to the characteristics of the dog, rather than just

calling out their name. That is not the case. There is a pamphlet in the box which gives a little

background on each breed, but the calling cards have the name of the dog only. It would be a great

game for families with young children, but is boring for adults only. They could satisfy a whole age

range by listing three major characteristics - like "mostly brown", "originates from Asia", "bred to

guard temples", along with the dog's name on the calling card. Then, you could use the game

however you like depending on the age group you're playing with, and it would be true to the

description on the back of the box.

I gave this as a gift to my nephew, who is studying the different breeds of dogs so he can ask his

dad (my BIL) for one.Some unique, less common, breeds are on the game so it was good to learn

about them. Best thing is the companion booklet with breed description/disposition info for more

learning opportunities.

Beautiful illustrations and so much fun to play with my daughter, son-in-law and soon to be five year

old grandson. I have bought the Bug Bingo and Bird Bingo for his upcoming Birthday.The Dog

Bingo was a pre-birthday present and a great success.

High quality product that teaches kids different breeds of dogs. Must have for family game nights!!!

My 9 year old daughter loves this game, loves dogs and happy to have it and share with her friends.

Arrived on time, in good shape and no problems.
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